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J cituti£ir �tur,ricJu. [MARCH 5, 1887. 
COAST DED.SES. that if Jersey City took steps to control the 

The report recently made on heavy gu. •• ', , of the upper Passaic, she would meet the opposi-
material for coast defense, by a committee of the j of not only the owners whose rights would be at 
of Representatives, furnishes additional proof t,L..� stake, but also of Newark and Paterson, who might 
even intelligence and honesty, if· not properly iJ;l- thereby find themselves deprived of their natural sup· 
formed, may be led into error. ply of water. Among so many conflicting interests, it 

The reasons of the committee for its refusal to would be very uncertain whether eminent domain 
sanction the giving of contracts for the heavier cali- would be a sufficiently potent rod with which to smite 
ber guns will find commendation among the judicious the rock. 
and informed. When we have shown our ability to But while the interested municipalities have been 
make six and eight inch guns of the new pattern with thus hampered, a way seems to have been ,opened QD 
dispatch and certainty, it will be time enough to un- different lines. A company, known as the West Mil· 
dertake the far more difficult construction of twelve ford Water Company, was formed expressly to secure 
and fifteen inch guns; whereas, to begin without ex· the right to sufficient water above the Great 'Falls to 
perience upon these monsters would, like enough, supply the population below that point for many 
prove a waste of both time and money. years to come. The Society for the Encouragement of 

When the committee discusses the steel '!lS. iron ques- Useful Manufactures, of Paterson, chartered in 1791, 
tion, its information seems meager and its logic un· ownlld the perpetual right of using the water of the 
tenable. Here are its own words: Pasaic River above the Great Falls. This society is 

•• It may be asked why the amount appropriated under contract to supply water to many manufac
is so small, and why no provision is made for a still turers, and any interference with the water by pro· 
larger gun, and why the appropriation is restricted to ceedings under eminent domain would entail the 
steel and excludes cast iron? The answer of the com- payment of enormous damages when the condemna
mittee to these interrogatories may be briefly stated. tion should be made. But the society was not averse 
Steel was selected because the committee believe it to to parting with the right to use the surplus water, and 
be much t.he best material for large guns, as proven this right was bought by the West Milford Water COIl!
by actual test, and it would seem to be a manifest I pany. Here, therefore, was provision for many mil
truth to the ordinary mind from common observation." lions of gallons of pure water during the greater part 

These answers, besides that they are .. briefly stated," of the year. But, as there is a period of low water in 
are, we fear, incorrect. summer, lasting generally about two months, further 

It has hardly been "proved by actual test," nor is it prOVIsIOn was necessary. Lying up in the hills of 
" manifest to the ordinary mind," that steel is "much norther.p New Jersey are several ponds or small lakes, 
the best material for large guns." whose water is very pure. The West Milford Water 

So far as cast iron guns are concerned, as has already Company selected several of these, carefully surveyed 
been pointed out in these columns, they have stood a the land, and bought the land flompletely surrounding 
test fully three times as great as it has been thought these ponds. The chief of these in importance was 
advisable to subject steel guns of the same caliber to, Dunker Pond, near the New York, Susquehanna and 

Contenta. and have been fired hundreds of rounds under a pres- Western Railroad. It lies in a deep gorge, across which 
Qlln.trated article. are marked with an asterisk.) sure. of nearly seventeen tons to the square inch of it is proposed to build a dam about 100 ft. long and 1)0 
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t
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f
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Invention •• m�chsnical ........... 1M seenfn j/(l .... work •............ 152 ease, when we have guns and men who know how to above tide level is so great that the water would rise InventIOns, mIscellaneous ........ 1M w�tpr. 8UfPly, an extensive . . . . •  144 
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boat will, ere long, revolutionize all opinions and plans The present cost of pumping and interest on the plant 
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for harbor defense, unless this committee have failed in in Newark now amounts, with insufficient head, to 
forecastiIl'g the future. We are so sanguine in our about thirty-fi ve dollars per million gallons. 
judgment that we appropriate this sum to give assur- The great interest to engineers in this matter will be 
ance to the inventive genius now studying the tor- the construction of the dams, aqueducts, and pipe 
pedo system and the use of dynamite therein that, lines, the system being practically equivalent to asso
upon the consummation of their plans, they may ciating and consolidating the chief sources of water 
readily expect recognition from this government in a supply in a large and important watershed. 
substantial form." ••• , .. 
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• .' • , .. the smallest trace of extension, the diameter measured 
An Exten.lve Wate.. Supply. before and after the 1,000 shots agreeing to a hundredth 
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Newark, and Jersey City have a fair prospect of get- -consisting of two-thirds asbestos and one-third .. 
ting pure water at a very reasonable cost, and that sheep's tallow, covered with sailcloth-has also proved 
they are enabled to get it. without outlay of capital most effective, although quick seri('s of thirty, forty, 
By the payment of a fixed sum per million gallons, the and even fifty shots hatve been fired without cleaning 
water is to be supplied tq: .. each city in its own servic" the barrel or other parts. 
reservoir, according to it8needs. At present, the cities ••• , • 
below the Great Falls of the Passaic River. are taking The Telephone aa a So orce 01" InCeeUoll. 

their water from the river by pumping works. Of At a meeting of the Caucasian Medical Society, Dr.' 
vllii:r Sfr.����il?�E������ O{e!�:rew:!1�res�C:I��D�lt�

ei� course, the pollution of the river by the cities, fac- A. P. Astvatzaturoff, of Tiflis, drew attention (" Pro-
:���\"o;t���:�':,':

t
�f

e
p�,·'JA�trJn��eJ:����.����.��.':':��.��.���: 9800 tories, and residences on its banks renders the water ceedings of the Caucasian Medical Society," Novem-

Ix. far from desirable for drinking and cookipg use, and ber 17, 1886, p. 263) to the danger of infection arising 
olW�����3.�-;�·l�'i,�k���\�t!'lt�J'g��i�°l:;;,:�h

e
; rJ:�� many plans have been proposed to secure better water. fTom the promiscuous use of the mouthpieces of public slblhtles for amateurs.. ..... .. . ........... ;............. .... . ......... 9316 

Paper tlenderlnj/( and Cutt}&'t-TWO examllJe. o.ft Ilerf�ted One of the chief obstacles to the adoption of any of I telephones. To prevent any accident of the kind, he 
fJ.:,�!'tf;n���.�:.I.�.��� .. 

I
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�ARCH 5, 1887.] "itufifit �mr,ri'nu. 
On the ExploBlon oC Meteorite.. I eec&pi�g from: n&r1l)w orifices; andM. Hochereau says 

We have received from M. Hirn a tirage a part of Ii e hu witlleMed the appearance of sparka.:when steam 
communication to L' Astronomie, in which he discu88ei � __ pee} aom a crack in a plate. He declares also 
th.e various phenomena accompanying the explosion of that-'iI tOe ateua"escaping from the safety valve of a 
meteorites, with a view to explaining their causes. boiler is observed' in the dark,' under favorable con-

M. Daubree, a long time ago, pointed out how very ditions, an electric aureole. of 0'20 or 0'30 meter in di
striking and difficult of explanation the noises are ameter may be perceived round the valve. The spark 
which are often heard in connection with the passage is also produced when the steam valve is opened, as 
of meteorites, and called in question the explanation well as at the opening of the slide valve of an engine. 
which had been given of their being really due to a Then the presence of hydrogen,' more or less carbu
veritable flxplosioa. reted, is ascribed to the decomposition of organic mat-

M. Hirn, in his paper, begins by considering the ters, especially of a fatty nature, which find their way 
caURf'S which are at work in the production of the into the feed water, partieularlywhen condensed water 
thunder which accompanies electric discharges, and of is returned to the boiler. Finally, the necessary air is 
this he writes as follows: .. The sound which we call supposed to be derived from that dissolved in the water 
thunder is due, as everybody knows, to the fact that and given off when it is vaporized It is a fallciful 
the air traversed by an electric spark, that is, a fiash of theory, �nd requires verification. 
Jightning, is suddenly raised to a very high tempera- ,/ .. I • I .. ' 

ture, and has its volume, moreover, considerably in- . Nazography. 

creased The column of gas thus suddenly heated and '
/

La Science en Famille says that a new journal is 
lexpanded is sometimes several miles long; as tile. soon to appeal" as the organ of the science of .. nazo· 
duration of the fiash is not even a millionth of a secon�( graphy." , 
it follows that the noise bursts forth at once from tHe Nazography, says the author of the system, per
whole column; but for an observer in any one place it mits of divining the character, habite, and inclina
commences where the lightning is at the least distance. tion of people by a simple inspection of their noses. 
In precise terms, the beginning of the thunder clap According to this system, the nose should be as long 
gives us the minimum distance of the lightning; and as possible, as this is a sign of merit, power, and 
the length of the thunder clap gives us the length of genius. Example: Napoleon and Cresar, both of 
the column. It must be remarked that when a fiash whom had ·large noses. 
of lightning strikes the ground, it is not necessarily A straight nose denotes a just, serious, fine, judicious 
froin tlie place struck that the first n�ise"..js heard." and energetic mind; the Roman Dose, a propensity 

M, Hirn theu gives an interesting case which proves for adventure; and a widE.> nose with open nostrils is a 
the truth of this remark. He next points out that a mark of great sensuality. A cleft nose shows benevo
bullet whistles in traversing the air, so that we can to lence; it was the nose of St. Vincent de Paul 
a certain extent follow its fiight. The same thing hap- The curved, fieshy nose is a mark of dOII\.ination and 
pens with a falling meteorite just before striking the cruelty. Catherine de' Medici and Elizabeth of Eng
earth. The noise actuaUy heard has been compared to land had noses of this kind. .The curved, thin nose, 
the fiight of wild geese or the sound produced when on the contrary, is a mark of a brilliant mind, but 
one tears linen. It is due to the fact that the air rapidly vain and disposed to' be ironical. It is the 'nose of a 
pushed on one side in front of the projectile, whether dreamer, a poet, or a critic. If the,line of the nose is 
bullet or meteorite, quickly rushes back to fill the gap re-entrant, that is, if the nose is turned up, it denotes 
left in the rear. that its owner has a weak mind, sometimes coarse, and 

,])he most rapid cannon shots scarcely attain a velo- generally playful, pleasant, or frolicsome. 
city of 600 meters a second (over 1,500 miles per hour), A pale nose denotes egotism, envy, heartlessnesl!. 
while meteorites penetrate the air with a velOcity of The quick, passionate, sanguine man has a strongly 
40,000 or flven 60,000 meters per second; and this in- colored nose of a uniform shade. With the drinker 
creased velocity gives rise to phenomena which, 0.1- the shade, becomes more pronounced toward the tip. 
though insignificant where cannon shots are in.ques- • , ••• 
tIon, .. become very intense and important when we Steel Cor Heavy GunB. 

consider the caile of the meteorite. With that velocity Ih' a paper on this subjectti':tE. B. Dorsey, C.E., be
the air is at once raised to a temperature of from 4,0000 fore the U. S. Naval Institute, he says: ' 
to 6;000·00' The matter On the surface of the meteorite The Duke of Cambridge, Commander-in -Chief of the 
will be torn away by the violence of the gaseous fric- British Army, said in the House of Lords, on April 30, 
tioriproduced, and will be vaporized at the same' time 1876: .. Out of seventy heavy guns employed against the 
by the heat. This is undoubtedly the origin of the southwest of Paris (by the Germans}thirt y-six were dis
swoke which meteorites leave trailing behind them. ahled during the first fortnight of the bombardment 

We have, then, precisely as in the case of lightning, by the effect of their own fire." This is strong language 
a long narrow column of air, which is expanded, not so from very high authority, and shows that even Krupp's 
instantaneously certainly as by lightning, but at all guns may fail when tested by actual service. The pre , 
events in an extremely short time and through a graat ceding also shows the great necessity of investigation 
length. Under these circumstances we should have an before adopting for our ,guns the treacherous hard 
explosion in one case as in the other-a clap of thunder steel. 
followed by a rolling noise more or less prolonged If All who have worked large pieces of hard steel have 
a cannon ball could have imparted to it a velocity of noticed that serious cracks and fractures originate in 
100,000 meters per second (nearly two h undred and very slight cuts, nicks, or punctures in the metal; in 
fifty thousand miles per hour), it would no longer fact, on this class of metal all such injuries are care
whistle, it would thunder, and at the same time it fuH� M'oided, and when they unavoidably occur are, 
w01lld produlle a fiash, as of lightning, and would be if posi§ible, carefully cut out. I'n working hard steel, in 
instantly burnt up. ' M. Hirn depends upon this line order to prevent! the starting of these cracks, no holes 
of re8Boning to show that meteoric thunder need not are punched unless carefully reamed out afterward, 
necessarily havelmything to do with an actual explo- and no edges cut 01' sheared unless afterward planed. 
sion. He then points out that the intensity of the 

I 
Mild steel is not affected in this manner. 

noise produced � every point of its trajector! depends, In battIe, these large gnns must receive many dents 
first; on the heIght; second, on the velOCIty of the or cuts from shot from small cannons and machine 
meteorite; third, on its size; and fourth, on the con- guns. These injuries may not be sufficiently large to 
figuration of th� country over which it passes. He cause direct weakness of the gun, but they are ample 
refers to the observation of Saussure that a pistol fired to originate the fatal cracks so common and unaccount
at a height of 5,000 meters makes very little noise. He able in hard steel. The formation of these cracks will 
then points out that at a height of 100,000 meters the be accelerated by the firing of the heavy service ,or 
density of the air is reduced to the small value of fighting charge of the gun, Of cour�e, if the gun is en-
0'000,000,004 krg.; the temperature being supposed to tirely protected from the fire of Mmall cannon or ma
be �200° C. In such a mediuw as this a meteorite chine guns, this risk will be avoided; but, owing to the 
could produce no sound, although it might give out a great length of modern guns, it is doubtful if its entire 
very brilliant light, because its temperature and light length can be protected from machine gun fire. Before 
depend, not on the absolute value, but 011 the rapid finally adopting this class of metal for our large guns, 
change of density.-Nature. it would be weH to makfl experiments, to-see how guns 

• I • I • made from it would act under the same conditions as 
.A New Theory oC Boller ExploBIQDB. in battle. They should be sutJ.iected to a severe fire 

M. Hochereau, formerly a works managerin Belgiulll, from small cannon and machine guns, and afterward 
has recently published a curious theory of what he fired repeatedly w ith the usual severe fighting charge. 
calls fulminating explosions of steam boilers. He at- Oonclusions.-lf it is necessary or desirable to have 
tempts to demonstrate that these fulminating explo- light guns, these ('.an be made by using many thin 
sions.are to be attributed principally, if not exclusively, hoops, 01' cylinders, made of mild steel, building one 
to tbe ignition by a� electric spark of a mixture of a:ir lover the other on the barrel,. instead of the thick hoop 
and more or less hIghly carbureted gas produced m of hard steel, as called 'for III the ordnance specifics.
the boiler. For this it is necessary to establish three tions. The strength and reliability of the gun will in
points: First, the possibility of an electric spark in the crease for the same weight proportionally as the thick
normal conditions of working boilers; secondly, ,the ness of the hoops decreases to a· practical limit. All 
production of a more or Jees pure hydrocarbon gas; that is neceesary is to find out' by experiment"'What is 
thirdly, the presence of the a.1r necessary for the f()rma�' 'bbe pro�r'thicknl!>.1!8 of hoops consistent· "'ith welght� 
tion of an explosive mixture. ' strength, and cost. This thickness may be fO\111d to 
. As'to the formation ol an. electric spark, it is known vary With theme and uee;of the gun. The gun to be 

that electricity is. generated from the friction of steam 1i8ed in' fortiAc&tioDs need Dot. be 80 light .. th&t-for 
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use on shipboard. Suppose, for illustrp,tion,' that in
stead of using thick hoops of hard steel" twelve hoops 
made of mild steel be used, placing one over the other. 
By putting the proper amount of work on these, the 
tensile strength can be raised very high without im
pairing the quality. Moreover, if by any chance one 
or two of these hoops should break or fail, the remain
ing ones will be ample to sustain the strain, as they 
would always be used with a large factor of safety. A 
gun, if properly constructed and proportioned, mad e in 
this manner, of mild steel, could not fail, even with any 
reasonable amount of bad treatment. This is a practi
cal application of the old adages: .. 111 union there is 
strength, " and "Not to put all your eggs in one bas
ket." 

The steel that I advise to be used for making guns is 
the ordinary mild steel of commerce, made by a great 
many establishments in the United States in' large 
quantities, and which can be had at any time in any 
desired quantity. It is now selling at about sixty dol
lars per ton. 

The hard steel called for. in the specifications is a 
special product, not used to a.ny extent in commerce, 
being too unreliable and expensive for any commercial 
use. It must be manufactured to order, and owing to 
this and to the severe specifications, the cost will be 
great. 

By the use of many and thin hoops, or cylinders, of 
mild steel, properly built up and proportioned, a gun 
can be made that will be at all times safe, reliable, and 
unfailing. If hard steel, or steel of high tensile 
strength, in thick hoops is used, the gun will be more 
co�tly, and of greater theoretical strength, but practi
cally much weaker, and will fail when least expected, 
and without any apparent cause or reason. If it is 
necessary to have thick hoops, as called for in the ord- . 
nance specifications, make them of mild steel, giving 
the necessary strength by additional material. This 
may make a heavier gun, but it will always be safe and 
reiiable. Hard steel should not be used until much 
more is definitely known of the supposed improvement 
of oi! temper on large pieces or masses of metal. 

.. ,. � .. 
Protection oC the EarB under Cannon FlrlnK. 

Dr. Samuel Sexton, of this city, says: "It is the ex
perience of many officers that the vibrations of great 
intensity which are given off from somefield pieces and 
bursting shells, charged with high explosives, are more 
disagreeable than the heavier sounds of great guns. 
The metal itself vibrates under these circumstances 
simifarly to a timing fork. 

.. A very disagreeable jar is imparted to the temporo
maxillary articulation when the individual is near a 
great gun being fired off. This is lessened, it is 
believed, by standing on the toes and leaning forward. 
Sonie simple precaution, to be employed by officers 
and men, during artillery practice, would seem very 
much needed, since aural shock is not only painful and 
distressing, but orders cannot be well heard while the 
confusion lasts. 

.. There is probably no better protection than a firm' 
wad of cotton wool well advanced into the' external 
auditory canal. In suggesting this protection, it is 
believed that harm can seldom take place from pres
sure of air from within, since it is known that the 
violent introduction of air into ,the tympanum from 
the throat, by means of Politzer's method of infiation, 
seldom ruptures the drum head, though, .if such a 
volume of air were suddenly driven into the external 
auditory canal, the drum head would in nearly all cases 
be ruptured " 

.. 1.1· ... 
Hand Flrll GrenadeB. 

An analysis of the contents of one of Hayward's 
hand fire grenades has been comwunicated to the 
Ohemisch-Technische Zeitungby Herr A. Gawalovski, 
of Brunn. He finds that it is full of a colorle.ss liquid 
of sp. gr. 1'1986, neutral to test paper, and giving the 
following composition on analysis: Chloride of calcium 
18'329, chloride of m/:l.gnesium 5'700, chloride of sodium 
1'316, bromide of potassium 2'179, chloride of barium 
0'265, water 72'211, with traces of iron and aluminum 
chlorides. The fiasks have a volume of about 600 c c., 
are filled at ordinary atmospheric pressure, and can 
be made at a very trifling cost. Harden's fire grenade 
consists of a solution of common salt and sal-a.mmoniac, 
and ,Schonberg's of a solution containing one part 
soda to three parts common salt. The value of the 
solutions in these three grenades he estimates at 
about 3, 5, and 1 pfg. respectively per 'fiask, or in 
English coinage at one-third, one-half, and; one-tenth 
of a penny. 

The (JanBeB of Paper Turnln!!: Yellow. 

The author contends that the yellowing of paper.is 
due to an oxidation determined by light, and .espe
cially by the more refrangible rays. This discoloration 
is more striking in wood papers than in rag .papers. 
Dry air 1s another important condition for the' pre
serv(l,tion of pa.per. The author thinks that in libra, 
des the electric light is .inferiOl: to' gas, 'on acoount 
of the lfIrge proportion of the more. refrangible. r&ya 
present in the former.-Pro/. Wiemer,' 
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